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0/6 Questions Answered
5 questions with unsaved changes

Quiz 8

Q1
0 Points

Answer each of the following questions to the best of your ability. 

There will be no partial credit given for these problems - so each one 

is an "all or nothing" challenge. Remember that quizzes don't count for 

much, though, so don't panic if you get something wrong!

Save Answer

Q2 Truth or Dare?
2 Points

Which of the following statement(s) -- if any -- about Spark's resilience 

and performance are NOT true?

Save Answer *U d Ch

STUDENT NAME

Search students by name or email… 

Spark is resilient because it uses a lineage-based approach to

partially recompute results in the event of a failure during a

Spark job.

Spark is fast in part because it caches RDD data in memory.

Spark is fast in part because it pipelines data from one

operator to the next.

Spark is fast because its data storage subsystem indexes data.
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Save Answer *Unsaved Changes

Q3 When Do Sparks Fly?
2 Points

Spark is faster than Hadoop MapReduce for performing:

Save Answer *Unsaved Changes

Q4 Am I Over Eager?
2 Points

Spark supports both SQL-based and dataframe-based programming 

models. Suppose a given query Q is expressed both ways. Which of 

the following will be true of the efficiency of the query plans used to 

execute the two different versions of Q?

Save Answer *Unsaved Changes

Q5 Just Following Orders
2 Points

A. Graph analytics

B. Machine learning

C. Basic MapReduce jobs

A and B but not C

A, B, and C

None of the above

Duh! The SQL-based version of Q will be more efficient since the

SparkSQL query will first be optimized and then executed.



Duh! The dataframe-version of Q will be less efficient since it is

expressed in steps (i.e., as a sequence of dataframe operations)

and the eager evaluation of those steps will waste resources.



They will actually be similarly efficient.
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The rest of the questions below will need data. Can you guess at this 

point what data that will be...? :-) Yep, you guessed right ... it's your 

favorite data:

{"custid": "C13", "name": "T. Cruise", "address": { "street": "201 M
{"custid": "C25", "name": "M. Streep", "address": { "street": "690 R
{"custid": "C31", "name": "B. Pitt", "address": { "street": "360 Moun
{"custid": "C35", "name": "J. Roberts", "address": { "street": "420 G
{"custid": "C37", "name": "T. Hanks", "address": { "street": "120 Har
{"custid": "C41", "name": "R. Duvall", "address": { "street": "150 M
{"custid": "C47", "name": "S. Loren", "address": { "street": "Via de

{ "orderno": 1001, "custid": "C41", "order_date": "2017-04-29", "ship
{ "orderno": 1002, "custid": "C13", "order_date": "2017-05-01", "ship
{ "orderno": 1003, "custid": "C31", "order_date": "2017-06-15", "ship
{ "orderno": 1004, "custid": "C35", "order_date": "2017-07-10", "ship
{ "orderno": 1005, "custid": "C37", "order_date": "2017-08-30", "item
{ "orderno": 1006, "custid": "C41", "order_date": "2017-09-02", "ship
{ "orderno": 1007, "custid": "C13", "order_date": "2017-09-13", "ship
{ "orderno": 1008, "custid": "C13", "order_date": "2017-10-13", "item

What number would the following pyspark expression return if were 

run against your favorite data?

customers_df.filter("name LIKE 'J%'").\ 
        join(orders_df, customers_df.custid == orders_df.custid, 'inn
        withColumn("item", explode("items")).\ 
        groupBy().agg({"item.qty": "sum"})

10

Save Answer *Unsaved Changes

Q6 Let's Item-ize
2 Points

And what number would the following SparkSQL query return if were 

run against your favorite data?
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SELECT it1.itemno 
FROM customers AS c,
     orders AS o LATERAL VIEW explode(o.items) AS it1 
                 LATERAL VIEW explode(o.items) AS it2 
WHERE it1.price > it2.price AND c.name LIKE 'J%' AND o.custid = c.cu

195

Save Answer *Unsaved Changes
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